Link Trailer: https://vimeo.com/183828767 psw: messina

Synopsis
Charon
Since I was a child, the Strait of Messina is part of my unconscious: processions, fishermen,
the ferry, the landscape, the emigration and the state of abandon. Here nature pounced on
man with catastrophic violence and this scarred the time. Paolo and Claudio, father and son,
sailors on ferries carrying trains from one to the other shore of the Strait, and fishermen to
supplement their income are supporting actors. Paolo wanted to close with this life of effort
and salt but he continues fishing to help his son thast has recently become father. They act as
Caronte, leading us to look at different aspects of the protagonist of the film, The Strait, and
relations of the latter with people illegally hanging out at the harbour. Anwar, Habib that live
hidden between the ruins of the Spanish settlement and the ex- incinerator; Nicola , the sub
looking for relics of World War II; the fences of metals that steal to reuse iron, cast iron and
copper. They are in conflict with the workers involved in the industrial area recover. All this
will give us reflections of a world where survival is a very difficult fight.
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